
 

Appendix  

to CBSC Decision File 00/01-0944 

History Television re the documentary film "Argentina's Dirty War"  

 

1. The Complaint  

The following complaint of June 19, 2001 was sent to the CRTC via e-
mail and was forwarded to the CBSC in due course: 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN AS THIS CONCERNS US ALL: 

Early on Monday evening I was casually "surfing" through television 
channels and settled on one of my most regularly watched channels, 
The History Channel (45 in Calgary from Shaw Cable). The time was 
about 7:10PM and the show was a documentary about the "death 
squads" of the military dictatorship in Argentina. This was clearly a 
subject that was for adults only, so my children were not present. 
Interspersed with interviews of victims (of this type of abuse of 
political power) and narration, were lengthy re-enactmentsof naked 
women being sadistically tortured by electric shock and other methods. 
The images were the most graphic I have ever seen. I could not believe 
my eyes, or believe that I was actually seeing this on public [sic] TV. I 
can not express my disgust strongly enough. It appeared to be ghoulish 
pornography in the guise of a documentary. While the topic of death 
squads and human rights abuses is one of the most important for public 
awareness, discussion and action; it should not be recreated and filmed 
in such a way that it appears to be actually happening all over again! 
The film became a "torture squad" itself where families are whisked 
away in the blink of an eye and subjected to psychological abuses 
against there [sic] will (until parents can rush to the remote control to 
turn the evil images off!). What could possibly be the purpose of this? 
Only the highly cynical reasons, of an evil broadcaster, hoping that the 
ghoulish curiosity of viewers will increase ratings and also increase 
advertising revenue. Shame!!! Meanwhile, countless children have 
been scarred [sic] to death and scared with the images of others being 
scared in graphic detail. Shame!!! Last night's broadcast went beyond 
the level of information and well into the arena of entertainment. What 
kind of entertainment! Please let the folks at the History Channel know 
that we must not repeat the mistakes of the past.....we all know that the 
sadism of the Coliseum was part of the downfall of Rome. Let us not 
follow their path! 

What ever the case, I know that children could never distinguish the 
"niceties" of whether or not this was a "documentary". I fail to 
understand why this was broadcast during the "family hours" of 7:00-
8:00 and why there were no warnings in between the commercial 



breaks. I fervently request, that the CRTC view this program and 
investigate this broadcaster for this vial [sic] assault on the psyches of 
young viewers all across Canada. If there was ever a warning (it would 
have to say, "the most heinous acts of sadism and torture are about to 
be shoved into your face-enjoy! Just after supper, at a time when 
children are watching) it was insufficient. Any warning, at the 
beginning of this hour-long broadcast, could never prepare viewers for 
what they and their children were about to see! 

I propose three things: 1) that the CRTC investigate this case to the 
greatest extent of their charter and mandate, 2) The History Channel 
start coordinating the timing of its broadcasts so that a showing at 9:00 
in Toronto (presumably for adults only, although let's remember that 
this is not a video store and is for public consumption) does not appear 
in Vancouver at 6:00 or Calgary at 7:00 just as little Johnny or Aisha is 
watching some television with their family! And 3) The CRTC should 
enforce rules about warnings being strongly worded and inserted often; 
not just at the beginning of the show. 

I thank you for your time, effort and patience to listen to this complaint 
where it seems few others care. 

II. Broadcaster Response  

The Vice-President of Programming for History Television responded to 
the complainant with the following letter dated August 8: 

Thank you for expressing your concerns regarding History Television's 
broadcast about the "death squads" of military dictatorship in Argentina 
on June 18, 2001 at 9 p.m. ET. Your letter to the CRTC was forwarded 
to us by the Canadian Broadcasting [sic] Standards Council. According 
to our schedule, we have been able to identify the documentary you are 
referring to as Turning Points: "Argentina's Dirty War". We regret that 
you were offended by the content of this documentary and appreciate 
your feedback. 

We endeavour to provide our viewers with intelligent and accurate 
programming. You can be assured that each program aired on History 
Television is considered very carefully. Before we broadcast a film or 
series, our Programming Department screens it to ensure that it is 
suitable for broadcast and that the historical content is accurate. The 
determination of suitability also includes ensuring that the broadcast 
does not contravene the Canadian Association of Broadcasters' "Sex-
Role Portrayal Code for Television and Radio Programming", the 
"Broadcast Code for Advertising to Children" or the "Voluntary Code 
Regarding Violence in Television Programming". 

Turning Points: "Argentina's Dirty War" is a powerful documentary 
about military rule in Argentina. It was our intent to portray, as 
accurately as possible, the brutality perpetuated on the victims of the 
dictatorship. Our decision to include the torture scenes was not taken 
lightly and they were based on precise, eyewitness accounts. 



It is never our intention to offend our viewers. Thank you for taking the 
time to voice your concerns. We do appreciate your feedback. 

III. Additional Correspondence 

The complainant sent the following e-mail on August 23: 

I have received a letter from History Television dated August 8, 2001; 
but received only this week. Their letter strictly refers to the fact that I 
got the name of the offending program wrong (actual title: "Argentina's 
Dirty War") and that they spend much time to ensure "quality" 
broadcasting. There is no mention (or intention) of any change to the 
way in which they do business. Specifically, I wish them to, at least, 
show more concern for young family audiences by not airing such 
offensive programs during the dinner hour in the west and also, by 
showing a warning after each and every commercial break (not just 
before the opening credits at the beginning of an hour long program of 
depraved violence). I am aware, as a sophisticated viewer, that this 
program was a depiction of the evil perpetrated on people by the 
Argentine Gov't; however, in creating such graphic re-enactments, 
History Television is actualizing the horror in an all new and powerful 
form, yet again. We all know that there are ways, and then there are 
ways, to dramatize events. 

It is interesting to note that they feel that this particular show does not 
contravene the Canadian Broadcasters' "Sex-Role Portrayal Code"; of 
course it does not, since that code deals chiefly with ridding television 
of the "blonde bimbo" image of women, not whether nude women in 
graphic torture chambers should be shown to kids! My question is, "for 
whose education and for whose ENTERTAINMENT AND SPORT"!!! 

On the whole I find their response to be smug, deflective and a wee bit 
arrogant. They are not showing any caring response or willingness to 
even admit that, perhaps, an error in judgement has happened. Is it 
possible to take this to the next level of complaint? I wish to convince 
them to change to multiple broadcast times (to compensate for the 
Western time zones) to prevent "very adult" shows being aired too 
early and for more warnings to be displayed. I would, of course, prefer 
it if they would admit, with the same disgust that I feel as a parent of 
young children, that the show was gross and indecent and like-material 
will never be shown again on a public air-way. People in our country 
are free to purchase such material (or worse) but let us not confuse 
censorship with the rights of children and other innocent people to an 
unassaulted evening of television viewing. 

I would be pleased to send you a copy of their letter if you could please 
tell me your address. 

Thank you; 

The complainant sent another e-mail on November 27: 



I have not heard anything from you or the CBSC since August, but I 
have seen this offensive program aired again on History Channel!!! I 
was under the impression that this show was being investigated (as you 
promised in your e-mail below) and that, at least, it would not be 
broadcast until after being judged by the CBSC. Is this True? 

"Argentina's Dirty War" on "Turning Points in [sic] History" was aired 
again yesterday (Nov.26, 2001), at 9:00-10:00AM Calgary time and at 
6:00-7:00PM, just in time for children staying home from school in the 
morning or families having dinner, to watch unbelievably obscene re-
enactments of torture scenes. Again, during the hour-long show, there 
were no warnings between the copious number of commercial breaks . 
Youngsters, and their unsuspecting parents, were again left defenseless 
from this kind of "emotional terrorism"; with, among other things, 
naked mothers having their nipples burned off and electrodes frying the 
interiors of their vaginas. I wish to know what is to be done about this! 
I am disgusted that the broadcasters of this country can run out of 
control like this! What happened to my complaint about this show? Are 
you a genuine protector of the public good or a sham board set up to 
appear to be doing something when in reality you have done nothing. 

I feel this matter is so important that I grieve that you have prevented 
me from taking this complaint to someone who really does care and can 
do something to stop it. In the meantime, the History Channel has 
laughed at my complaint and re-offended by re-broadcasting this 
program. Please contact me and tell me that I am mistaken and that, the 
History Channel, has been prevented from doing this again and that 
yesterday's broadcast was a mistake that will not be repeated! If you 
care at all about the mental development of children (not to mention the 
millions of potentially "wounded" adults from watching those heinous 
images), then you will build a fire under this case with the History 
Channel. I called the police but was told that you, the CRTC/CBSC, 
hold in your tender hands the power to force broadcasters to "behave". 
Is this, in fact, true? 

Your swift and just reply and action is most urgently requested. 

The CBSC responded to the above e-mail on December 3: 

I have received your emails indicating that you have again seen the 
program "Argentina's Dirty War" for which you lodged a complaint in 
June of this year. I have investigated this rebroadcast with History 
Television and have been told that it was broadcast in error prior to our 
adjudication of this matter. I have asked them to send us the logger tape 
of this re-broadcast so that it may be adjudicated at the same time as the 
broadcast mentioned in your earlier complaint.  

Permit me to take this opportunity to give you an update on the 
progress of your file. An initial review has been done by the CBSC 
Secretariat and we have concluded that this matter will require 
adjudication by the National Specialty Services Panel of the CBSC. A 
decision should be rendered by the end of this year and made public 
early in 2002.  



The complainant responded to that information with the following e-mail 
on December 3: 

Thank you for your swift reply. It is a relief that you were able to look 
into this case and apparently find that the CBSC was ignored by 
History Television, who re-broadcast this offensive show at least twice 
again. I find it difficult to imagine how that could really be a simple 
mistake; surely broadcasters are more aware of what shows they 
broadcast, on a CRTC approved licence, than that! 

I look forward to your decision about this show and others like it. 
Broadcasters must be made to be more sensitive, when the material is 
very offensive to most audiences and no warnings during the broadcast 
are given, nor is any thought given to the appropriate broadcast time; 
which in my opinion is never. 

I wish you good fortune and "strong will" to guard the public's interest 
in your very important work! If there is anything I can do to help please 
contact me. 

History Television sent the following letter to the CBSC along with the 
logger tapes on February 8, 2002: 

As per your request (File number: 00/01-944), please find enclosed 
History Television's logger tapes for June 18, 6 p.m. - 12 a.m. ET and 
November 26 for your review. We appreciate the CBSC informing us 
that the November 26 broadcast of Turning Points of History: 
Argentina's Dirty War failed to include an advisory, warning viewers of 
the program's mature content. After having received the comments 
submitted by [the complainant] in his letter dated June 19, it was 
History Television's intention to include an advisory in future 
broadcasts of this documentary. 

The advisory reads, "The following program contains scenes with 
violence and nudity and deals with mature subject matter and may not 
be suitable for young viewers. Viewer discretion is advised." Due to an 
unforeseeable administrative error, the advisory failed to run during the 
November 26 broadcast. 

Turning Points of History: Argentina's Dirty War is a powerful 
documentary about military rule in Argentina. It was our intent to 
portray, as accurately as possible, the brutality perpetrated on the 
victims of the dictatorship. Our decision to include the torture scenes 
was not taken lightly. The scenes were based on precise, eyewitness 
accounts. 

It is never our intention to offend viewers and all future broadcasts of 
the documentary will include this advisory before the broadcast and 
after every commercial break. We have respectfully pulled two future 
broadcasts of this show until this matter has been reviewed by the 
CBSC. Thank you for taking the time to bring this to our attention. 

   



  

   


